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In the Phaedrus-T tokamak@R. A. Breunet al., Fusion Technol.19, 1327~1991!#, Alfvén waves are
indirectly driven by a fast wave antenna array. Small fractions of minority ions are shown to have
a large effect on the Alfve´n spectrum, as measured at the edge. An ion–ion hybrid Alfve´n mode has
been identified by measuring dispersion properties. Landau damping is predicted to be large and
spatially localized. These Alfve´nic waves are experimentally shown to generate correlated electron
heating and changes in density near the core of the tokamak plasma. Fast wave antenna fields can
mode convert at a hybrid Alfve´n resonance and provide a promising route to spatially localized
tokamak heating and current drive, even for low effective ionic chargeZeff'1.3–2.
© 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~96!00804-3#

I. INTRODUCTION

For a magnetized plasma with gradients in density or
magnetic field, there have been many theoretical predictions
that Alfvén waves can have a resonance1 and heat the elec-
trons at a spatially localized surface.2,3 Some examples in-
clude the solar corona,4 in a tokamak,5 and in auroral arcs.6

In a tokamak, electron heating and current drive in the Al-
fvén regime is accessible using ICRF~ion cyclotron range of
frequencies! fast wave antenna heating systems that take ad-
vantage of mode conversion from antenna launched fast
magnetosonic wave fields.

In the Phaedrus-T tokamak Alfve´n waves are indirectly
driven by a fast wave antenna array, and can generate elec-
tron heating in the plasma core. A low-power frequency
sweep experiment was used to measure the dispersion prop-
erties. This wave behaves like an Alfve´nic wave associated
not with the nominally pure hydrogen ion species, but with
an ion–ion hybrid Alfvén continuum. The presence of impu-
rity ions such as fully stripped CVI, D1 create a gap in the
dispersion curve near the ion minority gyrofrequency and
add another mode above the ion–ion hybrid frequency.

A radio-frequency~RF! power pulse experiment along
with Beam Emission Spectroscopy~BES! identified a local
~5–6 cm radial width! RF power deposition region at the
core, as predicted. The exploration of advanced tokamak op-
erating regimes will require off axis current drive~CD! to
maintain reversed shear in the safety factor (q), which also
appears to lead to desirable reduced radial transport proper-
ties. For this reason the radial localization of the RF power
deposition attainable with the scenario we demonstrate here
may turn out to be useful for other tokamak off axis CD
experiments.

Here we show experimental data from related experi-
ments at both high and low ICRF power. Core electron heat-
ing from ICRF waves is demonstrated at high power. At low
power we show that small impurity fractions, e.g., effective
ionic chargeZeff'1.3–2 induce large changes from the
single species Alfve´n spectrum. This may help to explain a
number of laboratory measurements, including Alfve´n reso-

nant heating,7,8 antenna loading,9 and wave fields in
tokamaks10 that have been carried out with nominally ‘‘pure’’
hydrogen plasmas. Impurity or minority ion effects may be
very difficult to avoid when explaining the interactions of the
Alfvén wave with plasma electrons. A cylindrical model ap-
pears to be adequate to explain the data shown in this paper,
even though the Phaedrus-T tokamak has significant tor-
oidicity at an aspect ratioA'3.7, leading one to expect tor-
oidal effects.

The connections between ion–ion hybrid waves and the
fact that they are due to hybrid effects on the Alfve´n spec-
trum have not received much attention. The recent success
with mode conversion heating in the Tokamak Fusion Test
Reactor11 ~TFTR! has generated more interest in this type of
regime. Scenarios where fast wave antenna fields mode con-
vert to an ion–ion hybrid Alfve´n resonance promise routes to
tokamak heating and current drive.

II. ALFVÉN AND ALFVÉN-ION–ION-HYBRID MODES

In the usual picture of the Alfve´n resonance, the cylin-
drically symmetric density andBu gradients allow the local
Alfvén speed vA(r )5B(r )/[m0min(r )]

1/2 and frequency
vA(r ) to match the pump field phase speedvfz ,

vA
2 ~r !5

@n1m/q~r !#2

R2 S 12
vA
2 ~r !

vci
2 D vA2 ~r !, ~1!

where the parallel helical wave numberki5(n1m/q)/R is
derived from toroidal and azimuthal mode numbersn andm,
the ion cyclotron frequency isvci(r50), and the safety fac-
tor is q(r )5rB0/R0Bu . Here the toroidal magnetic field
B05Btor(R5R0) and the major radiusR0 are considered to
be fixed. A schematic of this geometry is shown in Fig. 1,
where the antennas in the experiment are located on the low-
field side, although the cylinder model cannot distinguish
between the high- and low-field side. Ifvfz,ve , theory
predicts12–15 mode conversion to a kinetic Alfve´n wave
~KAW !, with substantial Landau damping onto the electrons.
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In the above high RF power heating experiment, the ion
species mix consisted of a majority H, with a heavier minor-
ity of impurity carbon that could not be reduced below
nC/nH'1%–2%. Our suspicion that the observed electron
heating was due to an Alfve´nic ion–ion hybrid wave moti-
vated a series of low RF power wave physics experiments.
We added heavier ion species fractions such as deuterium,
and covered the rangenD/nH'0%–200%. The results of
these low-power experiments are shown in Sec. V, and make
a case that the mode converted wave is an Alfve´n wave as-
sociated, not with the nominally pure hydrogen ion species,
but with a minority species ion–ion hybrid Alfve´n con-
tinuum. These ion–ion hybrid waves occur at frequencies
above the ion–ion hybrid16 frequencyv i i ,

v i i
2

vc2
2 5

11rz /Vz

11rzVz
, ~2!

where the ion gyrofrequencies for species 1 and 2 arevc1
andvc2, rz5nzmz/(nHmH! andVz5vc2/vc15ZmH/mz are,
respectively, the mass density and gyrofrequency ratios for
ion species 2 with respect to ion species 1~species 1 is hy-
drogen here!.

The theoretically expected dispersion for the pure H Al-
fvén continuum from Eq.~1!,

v

vcH
5

6k i

~11k i
2!1/2

, ~3!

asymptotes tov ' vcH as ki gets large. The toroidal and
parallel wave numberskz and ki are normalized to the ion
skin depth atr50 so thatkz 5 kzc/vpH(r 5 0) andk i

5 kic/vpH(r 5 0), wherevp is the ion plasma frequency.
Since the Alfvén wave has flux surface symmetry and fol-
lows helical magnetic field lines, our launchedkz has a cor-
responding theoretical parallel wave number,

ki5kz1
m

q~r !R0
5
n1m/q~r !

R0
, ~4!

wheren andm are, respectively, the toroidal and poloidal
mode numbers. This dispersion relation is shown by the dot-
ted line in Fig. 2.

The presence of impurity ions such as C, D adds another
mode to the Alfve´n continuum dispersion17 abovev.v i i ,
and a gap at the ion gyrofrequency of the minority species
vc2,v,v i i , along with the Alfvén branch associated with
the lower gyrofrequency ion, and changes the discrete Alfve´n
spectrum as well.12 The two branches are shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 2, where for simplicity we will refer to the lower
branch as Alfve´nic ~dash–dot–dotted! and the upper one as
the hybrid branch~dash–dotted!.

The perpendicular resonance including the sum over mi-
nority ion species contributions corresponds toNi

25S, where

S511(
s

vps
2

vcs
2 2v2 , ~5!

and the subscripts refers to all the electron and ion species,
and we use the usual Stix notation.18 This approach was used
by Elfimov12 et al. for a cold plasma cylinder approximation
for the hybrid Alfvén continuum. The Alfve´n hybrid fre-
quency spectrum normalized to the hydrogen cyclotron fre-
quency as a function of wave number is then12

S vAH
6

vcH
D 2

5
11rz1j6$~11rz1j!224k i

2@rz1A2~11k i
2!#%1/2

2@rz1A2~11k i
2!#

,
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whereA5Vz
215mz/ZmH , j5k i

2(11A2).
For our electron heating experiment, the antenna was on

the low-field side, the majority species 1 was H, the hydro-
gen gyrofrequencyv 5 vc1 5 vcH was outside the low-field
side limiter, and the minority cyclotronv5vc2 and hybrid
v5v i i frequencies were just inside the high-field side lim-
iter. In Fig. 3 we show slab model radial profiles of some
typical experimental parameters for 1.4% carbon CVI impu-
rity minority in a hydrogen plasma,B050.67 T,
^ne&5831018 m23, RF frequency of 7 MHz, launched

FIG. 1. Schematic of the basic cylindrical geometry including the toroidal,
poloidal, radial, and~helical! parallel directions, along with the associated
wave numbers. The antenna array straps are situated on the low-field side,
and the shearedBu field is also indicated.

FIG. 2. Calculated slab model dispersion relation for the single species
Alfvén waves~dotted line! given in Eq.~6!, and the two hybrid branches,
including the Alfvénic ~dash–dot–dotted! ion–ion hybrid ~dash–dotted!
modes.
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kz'0.12 cm21. The density profile~solid line! and majority
~dashes! and minority ~dash–dotted! gyrofrequencies as a
function of minor radius are indicated in Fig. 3~a!. The lim-
iters and antennas are located atr5125.5 cm. In Fig. 3~b!
we show the calculated local values of the Stix parameterS
~solid line!, the launched value ofNz

2 ~dots!, and indicate the
nominal Alfvénic resonance atNz

25S, along with the loca-
tion of the conventional Buchsbaum–Bers16 ion–ion hybrid
resonance atS50 with v5v i i . The conventional picture of
minority ion–ion hybrid heating would lead to high-field
side edge ion heating and not our experimentally observed
core electron heating. In Fig. 3~c! we show for a given
Nz590 the calculated cold plasma slab model parallel refrac-
tive indicesNx

2 for both the slow~solid line! and fast~dash–
dotted! wave roots. The fast wave is evanescent at the low-
field side edge near the antenna (Nx

2,0), and we see the slab
model Alfvén ion–ion hybrid resonances atNz

25S corre-
sponding to Fig. 3~b!.

We inferred the fully stripped carbon CVI minority frac-
tion from opticalZeff ~at 5236 Å!19,20measurements and soft
x-ray measurements.21 Fractions of nC/nH'1%–2% for
Ohmic discharges andnC/nH'2%–4% for high RF power
discharges were estimated and their distributions were taken
to be parabolic, consistent with theMIST code22model. In the
following sections we will display two base cases for com-
parison, with nominally pure HnC/nH'1.4% during Ohmic
discharges, climbing to 3% during RF power injection, as
well as a different case with added minoritynD/nH'25%,
which from Eq.~2! is equivalent tonC/nH'4.25%.

Better models of the RF wave behavior including kinetic
effects were also used, and provided more information about
power deposition and the discrete mode structure embedded
within the approximations described above. According to
elfimov and computer codeEPSI-212,23 ~described in Sec. IV!,
the plasma heating is predicted and observed to be localized
to a small region near the tokamak core, and the

expected electron Landau damping is quite large.
A scenario where fast wave antenna fields mode convert

to this type of ion–ion hybrid Alfve´n resonance is promising
for tokamak heating and current drive. In principle, the reso-
nant location can be moved from the core to either edge by
adjusting species mix, density profiles, or evenkz in real
time24,25with our phase tunable antenna array.

III. DESCRIPTION OF HEATING EXPERIMENT

Phaedrus-T is a medium-sized tokamak26 with a major
radiusR050.93 m, minor radiusa50.25 m, with a central
electron temperatureTe(0)'400–600 eV. For this experi-
ment we operated the device with a plasma current ofI p'70
kA, edge q(a)'3.7, line-average densitŷne&'831018

m23. In the Phaedrus-T tokamak a two strap fast wave an-
tenna array consisting of two toroidally spaced poloidal cur-
rent straps is used to drive low phase velocity wave fields.
For the peak in the vacuumkz spectrum, the wave phase
speedvfz5v/kz is substantially less than the core electron
thermal speedvfz'0.2–0.3ve , where the electron speed
ve5(Te/me)

1/2, corresponding to a parallel refraction index
Ni'150.

The antenna straps were operated at a frequency of 7
MHz with strap phasing offant5@0,p# with a measured peak
and minimum of the vacuumkz spectrum atkz'0.2 and 0.0
cm21, respectively. We observed electron core heating of
15%–30%, along with a 15%–25% drop in loop voltage.
The evanescent wave fields penetrate into the plasma, ap-
proximately ase2Im(kz)r. Where the density is high enough,
the local Alfvén speed can match the launched pump field
vfz and mode conversion can occur. These mode converted
waves also have slow phase speed and are predicted to be a
shear Alfvén wave9,13–15 ~SAW! or a mostly electrostatic
wave, such as the kinetic Alfve´n wave~KAW !. The KAW is
predicted to have substantial Landau damping onto the large
population of subthermal electrons, so that single pass ab-
sorbtion of wave power could be quite high. The Ion Bern-
stein Waves~IBW!, which can occur between ion cyclotron
harmonics of a multi-ion species plasma are analogous to the
KAW in the ion–ion hybrid region.

IV. AW HEATING AND COMPUTER CALCULATION

In Fig. 4 we show the ICRF powerPRF gating on with
330 kW average power during the timet5100–150 ms. The
plasma current is regulated by a feedback system, so that the
loop voltageVL drops promptly some 15%–20%, while the
plasma currentI p and the interferometer line density change
only slightly. Soft x-ray~SXR! signals show increased saw-
tooth activity7 compared with a similar shot with no RF
power. In Fig. 5 we display an inset where the time scale is
expanded betweent5110–130 ms and the SXR sawtooth
behavior is easier to see.

In a similar series of shots the electron temperature as
measured by Thomson scattering increases 15%–30% in the
core, and also increases somewhat atr /a.0.620.7, as
shown in Fig. 6~a!. The drop inVL is consistent with the
volume-averaged change inTe of 15%–20% and the associ-
ated decrease in Spitzer resistivity, the increase inZeff , along

FIG. 3. Slab model plasma and calculated parameters as a function of minor
radius with r.0 on the low-field side, including~a! density n(r ) ~solid
line!, majority gyrofrequency~dashes!, minority gyrofrequency~dash–
dotted!, launched RF frequency;~b! calculated Stix parameterS ~solid!,
launched refractive indexnz'90, nz

2'8100, the location of the ion–ion
hybrid frequency atS50; and~c! calculated perpendicular refractive index
nx
2 with both slow~solid! and fast wave roots~dash–dotted!, wherenx

2,0
corresponds to evanescent fields andnx

2.0 corresponds to propagating
waves.
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with some current drive.12,19,20,23The plasma loading is ap-
proximately 200–300 mV, in addition to vacuum loading of
approximately 80 mV per strap.

For our Alfvén wave heating and current drive experi-
ments, we desire an estimate of the fraction ofPRF coupled
to the plasma stored energy. Since we do not have many
profile diagnostics in place, we make a crude estimate by
assuming that the energy confinement deteriorates as with
L-mode scaling.19,20,27 Then additional energy coupled by
adding more PRF only scales as ~total
power!1/25~POhm1PRF!

1/2. For Ohmic shots with noPRF,
POhm'110 kW with an estimated28 Goldston energy confine-
ment timetE'3.2 ms. At the time of the Thomson scattering
measurements, the RF power input was approximately
PRF'330 kW, with Ohmic powerPOhm'90 kW, so thattE
~during RF!'1.9 ms. Using the data in Fig. 6~a! and assum-
ing Ti'0.6Te , we estimate the stored energy for Ohmic
shots to beWOhm'350 J and for RF shotsWRF'430 J. At
the reducedtE ~during RF!, 170 J of the increased stored
energy is due to Ohmic heating and the 260 J balance must

be due to RF, requiring 260 J/1.9 ms5137 kW. From this, we
infer that approximately 40% of thePRF couples to the
volume-averaged change in energy density.

To model the wave power deposition we used a com-
puter codeEPSI-212,23 that calculates the boundary-valued
problem for a plasma cylinder with pertubative treatment of
the poloidal equilibrium magnetic field due to the plasma
current. In this one-dimensional model, kinetic effects are
included along with finite Larmor radius effects. We pre-
sumed a 3% CVI impurity with a parabolic density profile
and the electron temperature radial profiles guided by the
Thomson scattering electron temperature~TS Te! results. A
calculated radial power density deposition profile is shown in
Fig. 6~b! ~solid line! that is very similar to the TSTe . The
heating is predicted to follow from mode converted discrete
Alfvén ion–ion hybrid modes and Landau damping on elec-
trons. The radially integrated flux is indicated by the dashed
line in Fig. 6~b!.

Even though the predicted RF power deposition is hol-
low near the axis, the experimental data shows that theTe
profile is either slightly peaked or flat inside ofr'5 cm. In
general equilibrium,Te profiles tend to be very similar, or
exhibit ‘‘profile consistency,’’ even for differing auxiliary
heating regimes.29 For off axis heating, diffusive transport
should lead to a temperature profile that is flat inside the
heating radius. We speculate that there may be some inward
heat pinch, as well as outward diffusive heat flux, similar to
the examples shown in the DIII-D tokamak with off axis
ECH heating.30 There is also a predicted RF power deposi-
tion near the edge atr'15–20 cm but little increase inTe
there. One reason may be that radial heat diffusion is typi-
cally much higher at the edge than at the core,29 especially
with the addition of auxiliary RF power that is coupling
through the edge.

FIG. 4. Typical shot data for nominally pure H1. From top to bottom we
show the time history of loop voltage, RF powerPRF , soft x-ray emission
SXR for shots with and without RF, total emitted radiation detected by
bolometer, interferometer measured line-averaged density.

FIG. 5. Inset from Fig. 4 SXR data for the smaller time interval 110–130
ms, showing the sawtoothing behavior near the axis.

FIG. 6. Electron heating shown by~a! the Thomson electron temperature
Te(r ) profile for a series of shots with~diamonds! and without ~filled
circles! RF power, whereB050.67 T, fRF57 MHz, PRF5330 kW coupled,
^ne&5831018 m23. ~b! Calculated radial RF power density depositionPD

~solid line! from the one-dimensional cylinder boundary fully kinetic wave
codeEPSI-2. Integrated flux*0

r *0
2pPD(r )r dr du in the form of a transmis-

sion coefficient is shown by the dashed line. Plasma parameters identical to
Fig. 2~a!, with 1,q(r ),3.4, nC/nH50.032, 29,n,0, m521,
fRF5@0,p#.
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We used beam emission spectroscopy~BES!31 along
with a diagnostic neutral beam~DNB! to view ICRF per-
turbed ion density changes that were presumed to be caused
by the local RF power deposition. The DNB was injected
toroidally and the intersection with the BES optics field of
view provided a local detection volume of60.5 cm radially,
60.25 cm poloidally, and66 cm toroidally for each of the
six available BES channels. A schematic of tokamak geom-
etry including antenna, DNB, BES, and toroidal field direc-
tion is shown in Fig. 7. The BES signal is sensitive to ion
density ~mostly! and electron density~somewhat!. The RF
power was square wave modulated, with varying periods
from 2–11 ms during the RF and DNB pulse duration. The
pulse modulation periodstRF were of the order of the energy
and particle confinement times, to maximize the observable
ion density modulation. To interpret this experiment, only
minimal assumptions need to be invoked about the plasma
physics inside the tokamak. We assumed that the RF power,
if it couples to the plasma, will heat up the plasma electrons
and/or ions, and increase the local electron and ion diffusiv-
ity, as is usual for L-mode confinement, and deplete the local
ion density.

Amplitudes for cross-correlation between RF pump
powerPRF and BES responseVBESwere calculated from the
time histories ofPRF andVBES using a correlation function,
defined as

C~Dt !5E PRF~ t2Dt !VBES~ t !dt, ~7!

as a function of the positive causal delay timeDt. Here
C(Dt) can have positive or negative peaks that correspond to
maximum positive correlation or negative anticorrelation for
a givenDt. There is some ambiguity inherent in data result-
ing from correlations such as Eq.~7!. For example, it is
difficult to tell for repetitive RF power pulses whether nega-
tive PRF transitions generated negative correlations~i.e., de-

creasePRF→increase inVBES! promptly or positive correla-
tions ~i.e., decreasePRF→decrease inVBES! at someDt half
a square wave period later. To resolve these types of ambi-
guities, different datasets were taken with different modula-
tion times, including sequential power modulation pulses
with time durations at high and low RF power that were not
integer multiples of each other.

Delay timesDt corresponding to peak positive correla-
tion amplitudes for many spatial positions is plotted~filled
circles! versus the major radius in Fig. 8~a!, along with a
curve fitted line. An increase ofDt toward the outside cor-
responds to outward propagation of correlation pulses. The
associated correlation amplitudesC(Dt).0 ~squares! in-
crease nearR5102–108 cm. Since the DNB does not pen-
etrate to the core, the decrease ofC(Dt) in the core and also
its peakedness off axis may be exaggerated. Scatter of corre-
lation timesDt in the core is also large. Figure 8~b! shows
Dt ~filled circles! corresponding to the peak negative corre-
lation as a function of major radius, and implies inward
propagation of anticorrelation pulses. Anticorrelation ampli-
tudesC(Dt),0 ~squares! are plotted as well, and presum-
ably indicate density depletion pulses propagating inward.
Anticorrelations peak at the edge atR5115–118 and possi-
bly near the core atR598–103 cm. The antenna limiter is
on the low-field side and located atR5119 cm.

The BES data do not prove the existence of RF heating,
but do indicate some RF related phenomena localized to the
core region. This combination of edge and core coupling is
expected theoretically.12,23The notion of an inward propagat-
ing pulse is not without precedent. One example we alluded
to above is the observation of during electron cyclotron reso-
nance heating on the Doublet III tokamak32 DIII-D by Luce
et al. of a nondiffusive electron heat transport mechanism,30

radially inward against the gradient inTe . It may be useful
for other tokamak CD experiments to take advantage of the
radial localization we observe here.

V. FREQUENCY SWEEP EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental description

In order to investigate the wave physics, we performed
low RF power experiments33 on standard Ohmic tokamak

FIG. 7. Schematic of the Phaedrus-T tokamak showing locations of low-
field side two strap RF antenna~port box 3!, DNB in port ~port box 5!, and
BES diagnostic geometry~port box 6!, B-dot probe locations~port box 2!,
and Thomson scattering~port box 8!. Port box numbering is indicated in
boldface and the toroidal magnetic field is parallel to the Ohmic electron
plasma current indicated near port box 4.

FIG. 8. Radial dependence of correlations calculated from BES data, where
the line of sight of each particular channel intersects the DNB path.~a!
Positive correlation amplitudesC(Dt).0 are shown by the squares, with
filled circles indicating the corresponding causal correlation timesDt.0,
showing a positively correlated pulse propagating inward from the antenna
side or low field side edge toward the core.~b! Negative correlation ampli-
tudesC(Dt),0 are shown by the diamonds with filled circles, indicating
the correspondingDt.0, showing a negatively correlated pulse propagating
outward from the core to the low-field side edge.
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discharges, with the fast wave antenna array elements phased
to @0,p#, and swept the frequency from far below to above
vcH . Four 30 ms sweeps consisting of a 20 ms sweep plus
10 ms of dead time were carried out per shot. The 200 ms
tokamak shot typically had a plasma flat top period of 100
ms, so that at least several of the sweeps had usable data. The
frequency tracking linearity of the sweep was verified by
directly digitizing the frequency sweep time record. Typical
frequency resolution was set by the digitizer sample rate of
40 ksample/s, which for a 2–10 MHz sweep over 20 ms
corresponded to a 10 kHz change in sweep frequency during
each sample.

As shown in Fig. 9, the frequency source was a Wavetek
178 frequency sweepable signal generator, power split to
provide both a local oscillator reference for a broadband~RF
52–20 MHz, IF bandwidth540 kHz! vector volt meter and
RF driver signal for a low-power~Anzac HH107, 2–35
MHz! 0°–180° hybrid splitter. The split signal drove two
broadband power amplifers~ENI A-500, 500 W, gain560
dB, 0.3–35 MHz, 500 W!, which excited the two antenna
straps through matched lengths of RG17 cable with@0,p#
phasing.

The antennae were driven through a voltage measure-
ment feedpoint, inserted so as to avoid the series matchbox
capacitor, and drive the parallel combination of the strap in-
ductance and parallel matching capacitor directly. The paral-
lel capacitor was adjusted to the minimum value so that the
resonance was at the highest possible frequency~.25 MHz!,
and the antenna load was primarily inductive, withL'700
nH per strap. The real part of the impedance was due to the
small plasma loading, and a typical impedance at 7 MHz was
Z'0.3V1 j30 V.

Amplitudes and phases of the antenna drive signals, an-
tenna circulating currents, and B-dot probes32 in the plasma
were monitored. Group delaystG5]f/]v derived from sig-
nal phasef~v! corresponding to cable length and electronic
delays were measured as a function of frequency, and were
normalized out of the phase measurements. Circulating cur-
rent was of the order of 4Arms, and B-dot probe signals were
typically normalized to the excitation antenna currentI circ .

Wave magnetic fields were measured with B-dot33

probes at a minor radius ofr522.5 cm, 2.5 cm on the
plasma side of the limiter. Assuming that there were damped
waves propagating as

B~v,kz ;z!'Be2 i @vt1mu1kz~v!z#5Be2 if~v!, ~8!

we inferred a complex-valuedkz(v)5Re(kz)1 i •Im(kz)
from the signal phase and amplitudes ensemble averaged
over many shots. From the phase shifts of the shear field
componentBu we measured the average values of the wave
dispersion propertieskz(v). Statistical properties of the col-
lective modes, wave dispersion, and damping properties
were accessible by ensemble averaging the realizations over
many tokamak shots, and multiple sweeps within shots.

B. Frequency sweep data

Even though the fast wave antenna is nominally a com-
pressionalBz launcher, substantial shear fields are launched

25

and the shear Alfve´n wave ~SAW! we seek has principally
shear polarization. Near the Alfve´n resonance zone, the wave
group speed slows down and theBu wave energy ‘‘piles up’’
and swells. Historically the experimental signature of Alfve´n
waves, even at the core of a largely inaccessible plasma, has
been observed to be the edgeBu wave field,

9,34,35so our use
of edge B-dot probes to measure core wave properties has
some tradition behind it.

In a low-power experiment the fast wave antenna array
was frequency was swept~e.g., 2–20 MHz! from far below
to abovevcH . Magnetic wave fields were measured with
B-dot probes34 inside the low-field side limiter, i.e. in the
plasma on the equatorial plane, approximately 90 cm toroi-
dally from the antenna array. We inferred the wave number
with a two probekz(v) measurement, wherekz was assumed
to be the phase difference divided by the probe separation
along a toroidal arc. We note that the phase speedvfz5v/kz
as well as the group speedvG5]v/]k can be inferred from
frequency swept data. In this case, the direction from the
antenna to the B-dot probes corresponded tokz,0, where
kz.0 would be parallel to the backgroundB0 field and an-
tiparallel to the plasma~ion! current.

Representative frequency sweeps in Fig. 10 for strap
phasingfant5@0,p# show spiky high quality factorQ.100
peaks abovev . vcH(r 5 0) that dominateBz ~not shown!
andBu ~shown!. These peaks are the signature of cylinder
eigenmodes of the fast magnetosonic~FM! wave. For Fig.
10~a! data,B0(0)50.8 T, so thatf cH(0) 5 12.1 MHz, and for
Fig. 10~b!, f cH(0) 5 10.6 MHz, where the core and edgef
5 f cH and harmonicf 5 2 f cH are indicated by arrows. The
frequency regions for FM eigenmodes appear to have lower
bounds consistent with the coref cH(0). Theamplitudes of
Bu andBr from B-dot probes show broad lowQ,5 reso-

FIG. 9. Schematic of the RF drive chain used to excite two straps of the RF
antenna, along with the vector volt meter and local reference oscillator. A
B-dot wave probe is also shown schematically.
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nances belowvcH(r 5 a), where the ion gyrofrequency en-
ters the low-field side edge. Representative frequency sweeps
with fant5@0,0# ~not shown! indicate a very smalltG corre-
sponding to aBu group speed too large to measure with a
lower limit of vG.109 cm/s. For thesefant5@0,0# data we
measuredkz'0.055 cm21, approximately independent of
frequency in the range 5 MHz,fRF,9 MHz.

For a nominally pure H plasma withfant5@0,p#, the
results of an ensemble-averagedkz(v) measurements are
shown in Fig. 11~a!, where toroidal mode number
n5kzR0,0 is indicated on the top axis and normalized
wave numberkz5 kzc/vpH(r 5 0) on the bottom. Frequency

is normalized tovcH(r 5 0). The theoretically expected dis-
persion from Eq.~3! for the pure H Alfvén continuum with
m521 is indicated with a dotted line. The split hybrid Al-
fvén continuua from Eq.~6!, including our actual impurity
fraction of 1.4% carbon, is shown by the dashed lines for the
resonanceNi

25S. The two branches above~hybrid! and be-
low ~Alfvénic! v i i are apparent in Fig. 11~a!, along with the
gap in between. The hybrid branch asymptotes tov5v i i at
smallukzu and theAlfvén branch asymptotes tov 5 0.5vcH at
large ukzu.

In Fig. 11~b! we show the phase data from these probes
along with calculations, but for an expanded scale in the
region of interest. The measured dispersion fits approxi-
mately in the region for the cylinder fluid model of Eq.~6!,
where the range inkz(ki) corresponding to the21,m,11
range in poloidal mode number is shown in Fig. 11~b!.

Figure 12 shows the same type of data set as Fig. 11~b!
for a dispersion curve displayed asv/vcH(r 5 0) vs
kzc/vpi(r50), but for a substantial fraction of D impurity,
nD/nH525%. The vertical scale has been expanded to show
the region of interest and dispersion of the hybrid branch.
The dispersion curve has moved upward in frequency, with
the gap now belowv ' 0.6vcH(r 5 0), as expected. In a
forthcoming paper,36 we will show from measured toroidal
damping that there is a discrete eigenmode structure embed-
ded in the dispersion data of Figs. 11 and 12. This turns out
to be consistent with our identification of the waves as
Alfvénic ion–ion hybrid modes.

VI. DISCUSSION

For plasma heating or current drive we would like to
maximize the fraction of RF power coupled or at least estab-
lish some estimate of the power balance. If, as suggested in
Sec. IV, the energy confinement deteriorates as L-mode
scaling19,27,28 approximately 40% of thePRF power is
coupled to the increase inTe . The rest may be appearing as
current drive or is otherwise unaccounted for. Our conclusion
that the waves responsible are an Alfve´nic ion–ion hybrid

FIG. 10. Frequency swept data showing amplitude of the shearBu field for
estimatednC/nH51.4% as a function of frequency for two values ofB050.7
and 0.8 T. The gyrofrequencies on axisvcH and at the low-field side edge
are shown, and the fast magnetosonic wave cylinder eigenmodes are also
evident abovev/vcH . 1.

FIG. 11. Axial wave numberkz and toroidal mode number for the low-
power sweep experiment withB050.8 T, ^ne&5831018 m23, estimated
nC/nH51.4%. ~a! Herekz is inferred from B-dotBu data, and is shown for
frequency swept datasets as a dispersion plot of normalized frequency
v/vcH versus normalized wave numberkz 5 kzc/vpH . TheAlfvénic branch
belowvcD , i.e.,v/vcH , 0.5 and the hybrid branch above the ion–ion hy-
brid frequencyv i i , i.e.v/vcH ' 0.55 are evident.~b! The dispersion plot is
shown with an expanded frequency scale to show the hybrid branch in more
detail.

FIG. 12. Axial wave numberkz and toroidal mode number for the low-
power sweep experiment withB050.8 T, ^ne&5831018 m23, estimated
nD/nH525%. Wave numberkz is inferred from B-dotBu data, and is shown
for frequency swept datasets as a dispersion plot of normalized frequency
v/vcH on the hybrid branch abovev/vcH . v i i versus normalized wave
numberkz5 kzc/vpH .
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mode is supported both by the dispersion relation data and
predicted core RF power perturbations, as measured by BES
that give rise to core heating, as measured by TSTe profiles.

The dispersion relation data of in Figs. 11 and 12 show
the two theoretically expected Alfve´nic (v , vcD) and ion–
ion hybrid (v.v i i ) branches

12 @cf. Eq. ~6!#, with a gap in
between (vcD , v , v i i ). The upper edge of the gap fre-
quency increases with minority concentration, as it should
according to Eq.~2!. Figure 11 also shows the existence of
backward propagating waves in the ‘‘forbidden’’ frequency
gap,vcD , v , v i i , that turn out to be highly damped or
evanescent in the toroidal direction. These backward waves
are not allowed for in the cylinder or slab model but may
exist in the edge or from toroidal effects. Figure 12 shows a
similar trend, but thekz and wave amplitudes only get small
andkz does not appear to switch sign. We defer the discus-
sion of why the edge measurement of the shear wave phase
is a robust indicator of Alfve´nic wave structure, and how the
damping is connected with a discrete eigenmode structure
embedded in the dispersion data of Figs. 11 and 12 to an-
other paper.36 The discrete eigenmode spectrum36 also turns
out to be consistent with our identification of the waves as
Alfvénic ion–ion hybrid modes. A recent thesis study by
Vukovic37 using a two-dimensional toroidal cold plasma
code and radially localized microwave scattering information
from reflectometer data also corroborates this conclusion.

The kinetic cylinder modelEPSI-2 can account for the
radially localized power deposition profiles that are consis-
tent with the TSTe data, showing a core temperature in-
crease with RF power. With BES we measure outwardly
propagating pulses that are correlated with the RF power and
probably the core heating we observe due to mode converted
Alfvénic waves. BES also indicates inwardly propagating
pulses that are anticorrelated with the RF power that may be
associated with the directly driven edge waves and scrape-off
layer perturbations excited by the RF antenna.

In the search for electron current drive schemes, waves
with low parallel phase velocity are ideal candidates because
they interact with the large bulk electron distribution. The
few choices consist of ion Bernstein waves~IBW!, Alfvén
waves~AW!, kinetic Alfvén waves~KAW !, and the Alfvénic
ion–ion hybrid waves discussed in this paper. In the usual
Stix notation, the notion of akr→` perpendicular resonance
at someNi

25S location holds equally well for the well-
known Alfvén resonance, and the ion–ion hybrid resonance.
In these cases the IBW can appear near harmonics of the
heavier species, so these waves are all related at theNi

25S
resonance. In fact, the more familiar Buchsbaum–Bers16

ion–ion hybrid resonance is the parallel cutoff limit (ki→0,
S50) of the general finitekiÞ0 case, i.e. the Alfve´nic ion–
ion hybrid mode. For larger tokamaks such as TFTR,11

where ion–ion hybrid mode conversion scenarios have been
exploited, the IBW probably plays a role in resolving the
resonance. These are higher-order kinetic processes that are
beyond the purview of the kinetic codeEPSI-2 used in this
paper. Even if a higher-order calculation was necessary to
resolve the magnitude of the damping, these details do not
affect the calculated radial locations of the damping.

The connection between the Alfve´n and hybrid modes is

known but not generally appreciated. This is much more ap-
parent when viewed from the standpoint of the dispersion
diagrams, such as shown in Figs. 11 and 12 than it is when
one looks at a radially localized wave behavior and wave
number in the sheared tokamak geometry. The dispersion
diagrams suffer the drawback that they follow from cylindri-
cal boundary-valued models with the shearedB5B01Bu(r )
field treated as a perturbation. On the other hand, since the
cylinder model has averaged in some sense over radius, glo-
bal behavior is displayed.

Hybrid effects on the Alfve´n spectrum have recently re-
ceived some attention,11 and mode conversion to an ion–ion
hybrid Alfvén resonance may be very useful for spatially
localized tokamak heating and current drive. Borg and
Cross38 may have observed a similar hybrid wave with a
cold, light ion minority plasma, but did not measure any
dispersion, discrete mode characteristics, or heating.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have carried out two related experiments on the
Phaedrus-T tokamak, and have measured core localized RF
power deposition with electron heating, and also found the
signature of a mode converted Alfve´n ion–ion-hybrid wave.
We show that small fractions of minority ions can have a
large effect on the Alfve´n spectrum, as measured at the edge.
We have used a low-power frequency sweeping technique
and experimentally identified the ion–ion hybrid Alfve´n
wave.

For this hybrid regime nearv'v i i , a small frequency
range can excite a large range ofkz , and offer a promising
route to spatially adjustable tokamak heating and current
drive, by adjusting species mix, density profiles, orkz .

24 Ra-
dial localization of the RF power deposition demonstrated
here may turn out to be useful for off axis current drive
tokamak experiments. Edge current drive can drive reversed
shear in the safety factor (q), which also appears to lead to
desirable reduced radial transport properties.39

Computer models of the hybrid Alfve´n spectrum predict
resonance locations in Phaedrus-T that are consistent with
the experimental Thomson scattering electron heating pro-
files and BES correlation pulse data we measure, as well as
the measured discrete eigenmode spectrum. At an aspect ra-
tio of 3.7 this tokamak has significant toroidicity, yet a cy-
lindrical model appears to sufficiently explain the data
shown in this paper. The mode conversion waves occur in
the core plasma that has a large local aspect ratio, and may
be why the perturbative treatment of toroidicity is adequate.

Alfvén ion–ion hybrid effects are the necessary result of
impurity ion species, and affect the interactions of these
Alfvénic waves with plasma electrons. A number of labora-
tory measurements, including Alfve´n resonant heating7,8 an-
tenna loading,9 and wave fields in tokamaks10 that have been
carried out with nominally ‘‘pure’’ hydrogen plasmas, may
actually have been studies of the Alfve´n ion–ion hybrid
waves. These comments are not restricted to H-minority
plasmas, because even plasmas with a nominal D fill gas and
partially stripped impurities will still exhibit these Alfve´n-
hybrid properties, although probably only on the edge.
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In the Phaedrus-T tokamak Alfve´n waves are indirectly
driven by a conventional fast wave antenna array, and gen-
erate electron heating in the plasma core. The general picture
of the dispersion relation we show in Figs. 11 and 12 holds
for nonhydrogen plasmas as well. For example, in a He3–T
plasma the Alfve´nic mode is below the lower gyrofrequency
vcT , the Alfvén ion–ion hybrid mode is below the upper
gyrofrequencyvcHe.

3 The ion–ion hybrid frequencyv i i will
be abovevcT and belowvcHe.

3 This is an alternative view
of the type of mode conversion current drives scenario11 that
has been shown to work in TFTR. We view the modes at
fixed k' and varykz , instead the conventional view of radi-
ally varying dispersionk' as a function of fixedkz .

We have pointed out that finitekz changes the
Buchsbaum–Bers perpendicular hybrid resonance (kz50) to
one that couples the Alfve´nic, ion–ion hybrid and a third
electrostatic~either KAW or IBW! waves intimately. Sce-
narios where fast wave antenna fields mode convert to an
ion–ion hybrid Alfvén resonance promise a route to tokamak
heating and current drive. For the Alfve´n spectrum at least,
theories predicated on the presumption of one pure ion spe-
cies may be unrealistic for tokamaks. For hydrogen plasmas
where impurity fractions leading to aZeff'1.3–2 are the rule
rather than the exception, small impurity fractions can have a
large effect on the wave properties.
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